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Live Cattle Trade Between the United States and Canada: Effects of 
Canadian Slaughter Capacity alld Health Regulations 

Introduction 

Imports oflive cattle from Canada have increased more than threefold since the 

" . 
implementation of the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (CFTA)in 1989. A high percentage 

ofthese imports originateJromAlberta, averaging 32to 50 percentoverthe 1986-1996 period. 

Expansion of them eat packing industry in Alberta and potential changes in sanitary regulations 

1 " 

are anticipated to affectlive cattle trade between'the U.S. northern tier states and Alberta. In this 

paper we present the impacts of increased Alberta slaughter capacity on live cattle trade flows 

and on price in the U.S. feeder calf market. We also discuss the price impact of a proposed 

" ' " 

change in Canadian and U.S. sanitary regulations. This change is based on concepts embedded in 

the Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement of both the North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA)and the Uruguay Round ofthe General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). 

Integration of the U ~S. and Canadian· Beef Markets " 

Policy changes in both the United States and Canada due to commitments made under the 

CFT A and the Uruguay Round of the GATT have increased the integration of the North . 

American beef markets. Prior to the CFTA, U.S. import tariffs on Canadian feeder and slaughter 

cattle were 1. 7 cents per kilogram, or approximately $4.82 per head for feeder cattle and $8.50 

per head for slaughter cattle. The tariff for carcasses was ]; 9 cents per kilogram, and for high-

quality cuts the ad valorem tariff rate was· 4 percent.. The CFT A eliminated tariffs on live cattle 

and beef products,including both carcasses and boxed beef. 1 With the CFT A each cou~try 
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. . . '• . . . 

exempted the other from qmmtitative reslrictio~ on imports .. This was one lactor that encouraged 
. . 

. . 

investment by Cargill and Iowa Beef Processors in packing facilities inAlberta .. 

Although tariffs have been eliminated, ·integration of the I11arkets:is incomplete. For 

example, beef grading standards have been nearly identic~. since 1996, but the United States and 

Canada do not have an agr(!ement recognizing the reciprocity of their meat grading standards. 
. . 

. This means .that Canadian boxed beef must be sold into the United States at.the discounted no-

cut and graded in the United States, For the United States it means that boxed beef must be sold 

into Quebec as "USDA" beefand into Ontario as "ungraded" beef at discounts that discourage 

sales into these markets (Hayes, Hayenga, and Me~ton 1996). 
. . . 

. . . . 

Sanitary barriers are now of greater relative. importance since the decline of other barriers 

to trade (Josling 1994). TheUruguay Round Agn~ern.ent and NAFTA contain similar provisions 

specifying the basis for sanitary regulations that affect trade~ In short, science is to dictate bona· 

fide regulations. The incentive to lower the c.osts of moving cattle across the border has 
.· . .. . . . 

motivated industry associations on both sides to use the new criteria for sanitary regulations. This· 

will make it possible for packing plants to ·procure animals. within. a leaSt:. cost distance of their 

plants without reference to national borders. 

Alberta's Cattle Feeding Industry 

Several factors have motivated the expansion ofAlberta's beefp~cking industry, which is 
. . ' . . . . . . 

·. . . ;. . . . 

the center ofthe Canadian beef industry. The beefindustry anticipates inc~eased import demand 
. . . 

. . : - . . . 

for fed beef by. countries in the Pacific Rim and feels that Alberta.has a ·locational advantage to 
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service thatmarket. The August 1995rem~valoftransportatioll subsidies for Canadian grain 
- . . . . 

destined for offshore export is expected, over the long run, to reduce exports and decrease the 

price of barley used fordomestic feed (ProducePaymentPanel1994). Previously, grai~ shippers 

· had to pay only a portion, rough!~ half, of the raifrate to move grain to offshore positions and the 

.government paid the rest.Suchfeed cost condition~ would give Alberta a coinpetitiYe adv;mtage 

in supplying grain-finished cattle .. 

Growth in Alberta's packing industry has been hampered by the long distance to deficit · 

markets on the Canadian eastc.oast.As impediments to the U;S. market were removed, north-· . . . . . . . . ·. . 

,. -~ 

south trade has hicreased, with live cattle flowing from western provinces Into the western 

United States, and boxed beef being· exported. frorp. the midwestern United States jnt? the eastern 

population centers in Canada. · 

After the CFTA,.two.lar~e American ~ultinational~,.CargillandiowaBeefProcessors 

(IBP) purchased pac~ing fa<;ilities in High River an~ Brooks, Alberta, Canada~ respectively. 

Subsequent investments by these companies hav~ i~creased both the fabrication and the kill · · 

.capacity in Alberta to an estimated 2.3 million head per year (U.S. International Trade 

Commission 1997). Investinents over the past few years by Cargill have doubl~dtheir daily kill 
' '• .. ,· . . . . 

capacity from 1, 750 head in 1995 t~ 3,500 head in 1997 :IBP increased their capacity to a daily .. 
. . . 

~ kill of2,300 head in l997andmayincrease it further. With the. expansion oftheAlberta beef 

packing industty,.these compatlieshave begun to increase sales to easternCanadian markets:· 

Correspondingly, there has b~en a decrease in U.S. exports of boxed beef to eastern ·canada 

(ERS 1997) ... ·. 
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Alberta's beef cattle herd increased over the years 1980-1996 due to the normal 

incentives in a cattle cycle andtorecentexpectations ofincteasesin Alberta's beefpacking 

capacity (see Figure 1}. Canada's. cyclical increases in herd size and beefcow productivity 

demonstrate the ability of their cow-calfsector to respond to increases in beef demand. 

U.S.-Canada Cattle and Beef Trade 

4 

U.S.-Canadian beeftrade consists primarily oftradein live cattle (feedersand slaughters), 

carcasses,'and boxed beef (and minor trade in by-products, not addressed here). U.S. imports of 

Canadian feeder and slaughter cattle have increased substantially since 1987, from244,710 head 

in 1987 to 1 ,509,136 head in 1996. Recent data also show that a comparison of 1996 with 1995 

. indicates that U.S. imports increased slightly over 33 percent of the previous year (USDA 1997). 

Thisis partially accounted for by an expansion of Alberta's herd in expectation of increased 1995 

slaughter capacity at Cargill. However,· as slaughter capacity did not increase on the expected 

time line, some of these cattle were exported to the United States. Historically, U.S. exports of 

live cattle to Canada have been much smaller than imports (see Figure 2), with only 41,000 head 

(0.11 percent of U.S. slaughter cattle) being exported to Canada in 1996 (USDA 1997). 

Several reasons exist for mutual border trade in live cattle. In Canada, the accepted 

weight for carcasses is within a range of 600-750 pounds, and carcasses above that weight are 

discounted (Dunford pers. comm. 1996). The United States has a higher (acceptable) upper range 

for carcasses of 700-850 pounds. This means that there is an incentiv~ for Canadian stock 

growers to export heavy cattle to the U.S. market· if additional transportation costs are less than 

the discount due to the heavy carcass weight. Seasonality plays an important role in determining 
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. . . . . . . . - . . . . . ' 

·the rev~rse, that is, Canadian import d~riiand for U.S. cattle. Production patterns forspring-born 

calves in Alberta re~ult in a shortage of slaughter cattle in late fall-and early winter, and as 

capacity during this window increases, the industry looks to a wider area for its cattle supply. 
. . . . ~ ' '· . . .... 

.. Figure 3 shows U.S. boxed beef imports from and exports to Can~da from 1985 to 1996. 

Wholesale trade in both directions has increased, with the U.S.·net trade balance declining by 

ab~ut 35 percent.. Overall; 199q net imports of liye cattle and beef from Canada, stated as a 
. ·. . . . . .- ... . . . ;' . 

5 

carcass ~eight equivalent, were5.2percent ofU.S.beefproduction. However, these have varied 

from over 12 percent in ~e years 1990 ·an.d 1993 to .8 percent in 1994 (Peck, Greer, and Marsh 

1996). This variation in net imports from Can:ada is an important factor in evaluating the impact 

of a change in net trade on U.S. feeder cattle prices. 

Given the expansion of Alberta's packing capacity, the Alberta industry expects to import 

feeder cattle from the U~ted States(Thorlaksoil pers. comm.) 996; Hayes, Hayenga, and Melton 

1996). The level of imports depends on future increases in plant capacity, su~plyresponse fro~ 
. . . . ·~ 

Alberta's stock growers, th~ cost and availability of feeder Ci:J.ttle fr6mSaskatchewan, and the 
. . . . . . . . , . . . 

ability of Alberta. to compete for feeders in the northern United States: Anticipation of increased . 

flows of cattle from U.S. northern tier states to Albertah~ ~eenan important motivation for 

reducing the cost.associatedvvith·sanitary border regulations, as propo~ed in, the Montana Pilot 

Project. 

· Criteria for Sanitary Regulations . 

The premise of the Montana Pilot Project is that sanitaryregulations atnational borders . 

should ackr1owledge ~egional differences in disease incidence. When disease is limited to. an area, 
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regions (rather than countries) should form the basis for sanitary ~egulations. The concep~ of 

regionalization was included in the sanitary and phytosanitary agreement of both NAFTA and 

the Uruguay RoUild Agreement. The concept has beensummarized: _ .. · .· 

· A ~ember country shall recognize the con~epts of ~egions oflow pest or disease · 
prevalence, and shall ensure that its sanitary and phytosanitary measures are 
adapted to take into account the characteristics of regions from which products · 
originate and to which products are destined. In doing so, the Member should take 
into account relevantgeography, ecology, methods of surveillance and 
effectiveness ofcontrol Systems. (APHIS 1996) ' 

'• . . . . . ·.: . . . . ' . . ' : .. · ': . . 

·Both trade agreeme~ts. embody simil~· criteria. for sanitary and phytosanitary regulations, 
. . . :· ' . ~- . . . . . 

including .that they must be based on science and that the procedures rised for risk assessment 
. . . . . . . 

must meet internationally acceptedstandards. Countries are encour~gedtow~rktoward 
. . . ' . . . . . . . . 

international harmonization by adopting th~ standards developed by the·Office International des 

Epizooties (OlE). This organizatiol) was designated by the World Trade Organization (WTO) to 
. . .· - . . '.· ,· .. ·. . . . .· . . ' 

set standards for ~imal health. A country can choose to impose a more stringent standard to 
. . . ' :' . . ·. ···---· . 

·· reflect a preferred level c>frisk if the standard is based on science; however, more stringent 

standards may be challenged byother members of the WTO . 

. The Montana Pilot Project 
. . . . . . 

· The Montana Pilot Pr~ject has been proposed to. reduce the cost ofmoving animals across 

the border by removing unnecessary sanitary requirements, defined as those that cannot be 

justified on the basis of science; ·and by streamlining procedures. The pilot project enacts these 

changes:· 

• . Clittle entering the United Sta~s from Caruuja. are subj~ to both f.:reral requirements 

· and additional requirements that.varyby.sta,te. Under.the-pilot project, Animal and Piant-
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. Health Inspection Services (APHIS) would waive the federal test requi~eni.ents for·. 
. . . . . 

bl"Ucelk>sis and tuberculosis. for Canadian cattle entering Montana, and the Sta.te of 

. Montana would eliminate the vaccination requirement for brucellosis (Rath pers. comrh. 

( 

1996). 

• Canada would utilize. special feedlots for imported feeder cattle·(forthe period October 1 
. .'· ... ·· .· . . . . . . : . . . . . 

to March 3l) from Montana without tests that are currently required for anaplasmosis, 
. ' . . . 

brucellosis, or tuqerculosis; There would be strict requireiD:eQtsforiqenV,fication.of cattle 

and records. indicating. thafall sales are to packers only. Currently, these tests cost U.S. 
. . . -- . . 

producers. $25. per head (Rath pers. comm .. 1996). 

• In Montana there are certificat:ionfees at the border of $49.50 per head for the first animal 
. .· _.-.·.. . .. . . .. . .. '· . . ·_. . 

and $·1.50 for each animal after that included in the shipment. For a 50;000-pound 
. . 

truckload these costs average about $2 per head. In addition, complying with border 

regUlations takes' management time and skills. Both countries. are investigating ways to 
. ., . ., . . . . ' . 

· streamline operational· proced~es used to i~plement the regulations to reduce the cost 

and shorten the proc~ss of moving 'tl).e livestock from one. c~tmtry to another. 

Mmitan~ is an appmpriate choice. for implementation of the pilot proj ~ct due to its .ample 

supply of feeder cattl~, I ow incidence. ofdisease, ~d p~oximity to Alberta; Although Montana 
. ~ . . : . . . . ·. 

has a substantial cow~calfindustry, it does nothave major feedlot andpa~king facilitit;;s. Cargill's 

packing plant is located in High River, Alberta, which is 278 mile~ from Great Falls, 
.· .· ·. . . . . . ·. . . .· : . ·: ... _.·. -· 

substantially closel" than som:e other out-of-state desti~ations for Montaria cattle. ·• Savings in 
' •' . . . . . 

transp~rtation costs and i,ncreasingthe number of plants as active bidders for Montana cattle are 
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important economic incentives for the industry to pursue the project. In addition, APHIS has 

stated thatthe pilot project serves as a test case for implementing the regionalization concept 

(Arnoldi 1996). 

8 

Although the project also reduces the cost ofmoving Canadian cattle into Montana, 

imports into Montana are not expected to be great, as tests for brucellosis and tuberculosis will 

be required for Canadian cattle moving from Montana into other states. In the Canadian view, the 

incentive to insist on a reciprocal decrease in border regulations is recognition of Canada's 

brucellosis-free status by theUnited States (Greenwoodpers.comm. 1996), a first step to the 

elimination ofthe brucellosis test on all Canadian feeder cattle exported to the United States. 

Due to differences itt the two countries' regulatory· systems, Canadian cattle will be 

gaining additional access only to the state of Montana, whereas access for Montana cattle will 

not necessarily be restrictedto Alberta. The Canadian Food Inspection Agency will designate 

special feedlots that can receive the cattle, and those designations will limit access. 

The concept of regionalization for sanitary restrictions has both associated costs and 

benefits. It provides for greater economic efficiency; however, performing therisk assessment 

required to assess proposed changes, the process of regulatory change, and monitoring of the 

pilot project all have associated costs. 

Economic Impact on the U.S. Feeder Cattle Market. 

Overall, Canadian packing plant expansions have several market implications for both 

U.S. and Canadian cattle producers. One obviousCanadian consequence is the impact via 

regional income and employment due to packing plant (carcass and fabrication) investment and 
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. Alberta feedlot expansion~ Other factors include Canadian marketing of boxed beef products to 

the United States and to international markets. in the Pacific Rim, changes in the derived. 

demands and prices for Canadian. and U.S. feecler ~d1~laughter cattle; and p~tential changes in . 
. . . . ' .. ;' . ·, . :· . . 

transf~r costs·as U.S.live cattle flows respond to market demands in southern Alberta. 

The pl.lrpose of this section is to provide a statistical analysis o:f the impacts of expected 

groWth i~ southern Alberta beef~acking capacity on the demand price'ofU.S. feeder cattle. A 

model is-developed to_estimateprice.andquantify effects of the expansion·as well as estimate the 
. . 

effects of reducing sanitary costs in U .S.-Canadian cattle trade. 

Model 

A five~equation niodel is used to quantify the effects of Canadian slaughter capacity on 

U.S. feeder Gattle priCe. In.co~cept, changes in packing capa~ity in Alberta, Canada, are 
·. . . . . . . . . . . -·_ ' . . . 

transmitted-to the U.S. cattle market via. derived demandand.live cattle trade .. Thus,·equations are 

. . . 

specified that include the derived de.ID.and for slaughter cattle il1 Alberta,, Canada, excess 

demand! excess supply for ~etlive cattle trade between Alberta and the U Iii ted States, and derived 

demand for feeder -cattle in the Urlited States. The model is baseclon quarterly observations so as 

to capture short-.term dy~amics of livestock demand and live catile trade. Primary supply 
·. . ,' •, . ; ., . 

relationships ~e not sp~cified sin~e capacity requirementscandraw upon existing cattle supplies .. 

via Canada-U.S~ trade. adjustments and Canadian interprovincial flows: Over the longer term, 
,..._.. . . . . . . . 

however, supply. responses would be e~pected to emanate from herd adjustments i~ _the cattle 

cycle. Th~ structural model with market clelli'ing conditions. are given as. follows: • 

.: .. : ___ . 

' ~-
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(1) QosiCA = f1 (PsiCA, Pb:5A,BPCA, D, l..l.t) 

(2) NTCA-us = f2 (Pslus- pslcA, pfdCA- Prdus, IA-1• D, 1..1.2) 

(3) Qofrus = f3 (Prrus, Pslus, Prdus,D, 1..1.3) 

(4) QosiCA = QssiCA +NTCA-US 

(5) Qofrus = Qsfrus+ NTus 

10 

(Alberta slaughter cattle demand) 

(Alberta net cattle exports) 

(U.S. feeder cattle demand) 

(Alberta market clearing) 

(U.S. market clearing) 

The variables Q051c\ QsslcA are Alberta, Canada slaughter cattle demand and supply, respectively; 

Qorrus, Qsrrus are U.S. feeder cattle demand and supply, respectively; NTcA-us, NTus are Alberta 

net exports oflive cattle to the United States (Alberta exports minus imports from the United 

States) and total U.S. net imports of live cattle from Canada and Mexico, respectively; IA-I is 

Alberta cattle inventory lagged one period; Ps1c\ Ps1us are respective prices of Canadian and U.S. 

slaughter steers; Pbxc\BPcAare prices of Canadian wholesale boxed beef and beef by-products, 

respectively; Prdus, PrdcA are prices of U.S. com and Canadian barley, respectively; Prrus is price 

ofU.S. feeder steers; Dis the.set of intercept shifters (dummy variables) for seasonality; and 1..1." 

· 1..1.2, 1..1.3 are random errortelUls with assumptions of zero mean, constant variance, and zero 

autocorrelation. 2 

Canadian demand for slaughter cattle (equation 1) is a derived demand that depends upon 

the input price of slaughter cattle, the output price ofwholesale beef, the output price of joint 

products, and seasonality.The U.S. demand for feeder cattle (equation 3) is a derived demand 

that depends upon the input price of feeder cattle, output price of slaughter cattle, the input cost 

of feed (corn) and seasonality. The linkage between the Canadian slaughter and U.S. feeder cattle 

demands occurs via net live cattle trade (equation 2)~ This relationis based upon theoretical U.S. 
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. · excess demand and Alberta excess supply of feeder and slaughter cattle>' Giyen transportation 
,. 

costs, the economic incenti~es for ns . .:canadian trade are provided through inter-country price 

differences of slaug~te~cattleand feedgrains. 4 For exai11ple, ceteri~ paribus, increased Canadian ... 

slaughter cattle demand and hence price (Ps1cA) narrows theU.S."Canadian slau~hter price· 

differ~ntial (P81°s- P81cA) which reduces the profitincentives forAlbertaproducers to export 

slaughters and feeders:.Less hriport supplies eire received into the United States and consequently 

U.S. feeder cattle prices increase. Or, if the price of Canadi~ ~arley increa~ed relative to U.S. 

com price (P rd CA-. Prd us), Alberta· cow-calf /yearling producers wo1,1ld export more feeder cattle to 
. . ~ . . .· . . .. ' 

· . the United States for feedlot finishing~ The resulting expansionofimportsupplies would then 

reduce U.S. feeder cattle price. 

Using equations (3) and (5), me~suring the impact of trade flows on U.S. feeder price is 
,,_.·. 

facilitated by specifying an inverse demand, given by: . 
. . . . 

(6) . p us _ £ (.Q· · us p us p osN· Tus D ) 
fr - 4 Sfr ' . sl ' · ·: fd. ' - ' ' l:l-4 • 

Feeder cattle supply (Qsrrus} ~d net t:ade (NT0 s) enter inverse demand ;ia the marketdearing of 

equation (5), Inthe net trade variable(NT0 s) Mexico is also included sin~e aspecification bias 

would occur iflJ.S. trad,e in North America only included Canada.In 199S, 1JS. Imports oflive 
' ' 

cattle we~e 2;79.millionhead, of which 1.65 rtiillion·h~ad originated from Mexico. ~lso,·a11 of 

" Canada is included in the nettrade variable since the United States trades cattle with provinces 

·besides Alberta. For 1995 and 1996; U.S. cattle-iii1prirts from Alberta averaged about 51 percent 
~- • < 

of total imp~rts from Canada; Quarterly data for U.S .. cattle imports in the sample period were 

disaggregated by Canada and Mexico, but quarterly data for U;S~ cattle exports \\'ere not 
. . / . ,, '' ' 
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consistently available by country of destination. Conseguently, in.th!;! analysis, the aggregate 

trade variable NTus ~as proportioned to account for the ·effects of Alberta trade. · 

. 1 . . 

Slaughter Capacity Linkage 

The above.eqtiations provide a logical framewOrk forevaluati.ng .. the effectsofincreases 

in Canadian beef packing capacity. Using partial deri;~tives specific to equations(!), (2), and 

(6), slaughter capacity changes are ~hown to arfect the u.s. feeder cattle market via price 
. . 

incentives and quantity adjustments (following). As stated, demand and trade behavior are . 
. . . . ' 

assumed to be dynamic. Given exogenous shocks, short-tertn(quarterly) rigidities such as 

biological growth, institutional factors, an~ expectations of :rpai"ket participants would prevent. 

instantaneous adjustments of the dependent variables. The dy~ainics are ass1;1111ed to be 

represented byKoyck distributed lags; whereby, conceptually,current values ofthe dependent 

. variables are generated by information on past prices, characterized by infinitely declining 

geometric weights (Nerlove 1972)~5 

. . ' . . . . . 

An infinite Koyck hi~ ne~essitates a transfer to an estimable, first~order difference 
/. ·: ' . . . 

equation. Consequently, the lagg~d dependentvariabJe ofequation{l) provides a lagged 

slaughter demand that can reflect capacity constraints. A priori,im arbitrary increase in lagged. 

slaughter demand, c()mmens~ate with an assumed .capacity incre~se, ~mild shift Canadian 

slaughter cattle price. As a consequence, the U.S;.:Canadian slaughterpricediffen;:nce,nettrade 

floWS, and ultimately inverse demand for U.S; feeder cattle would be affected. Represented by a 

chain-derivative process these relationships are shown as (using the defined variables): 
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(7) 
O pCA ... 

. sl 

~- ·QcA 
u · D- I 

. . . . 

0 N'fCA-US .; 
.·· US . · CA · 

0 (P ~~ - p sl ) . 

0 pus 
fr 

::::; 1t, 

. . . . . ·' . .. . 

where .1t is the anticipated impact onU:S. feeder-cattle price given a capacity change in Alberta 

beef packing (Q o~icA): Th~ firstpartial derivative term in equation (7) is based on direct 

· estimation of equation (1) and then appropriately solving for the P sicA variable. The marginal 

impact is expected to be positive:, as capacity increases by a packing firm would translate into·. 
- . ,. . . . ' . . .. 

increased derived slaughter demand, hence price. 

The second partiatderivativeterm indicates-the price differentia,! between the United .. · .. ,' . . . · .. 

States and Canada would change, affecting Iiettrade flows and U.S~ feeder price as demonstrated 

. . . ' ' . ' . ' . ' : .··. . . ' 

through the last partial derivative term in equation (7); However, NTcA-us as a proportion ofNTus 

must be· included (given by 8) in order to relate provincial_ Alberta trade to· the U.S. feeder 

matket. For the years 1988-l996 the Alberta proportion averaged 24 percent. 

Empirical Results· 
.. . . . . . . . . . 

Table 1 gives the statistical results of the structUral model. Quarterly data from 1985 · 
. . . . ~ 

through 1996 were utilized, however a shorter period for the net trade function {l 988.,..1996) was 
' ·. . - . . .. :. ·. . 

used due to data li~itations on Alberta live cattle exports. The Canadian s~aughter demand and 
. . •' ·.· •' ., 

• Alberta-U.S. net trade equations were estirrmted by OLS,while the U.S. feeder inverse demand 

· . equation was estimated by nonlinear least squares to account for the nonstochastic components 

ofthe·differenceequadon.6 Inthe Canadi~ slaughterdeinand, the Hausma11 specification test · 

was applied to the P81cA and llbxcAvanables~ but simultaneity bias was r~jected at the a.= .05 level 
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ofsignificance. Both these price variables were highly confounded, dem?nstrated by respective 

insignificantt values of .13 and.55. in the initial run. Consequently, the.boxed beef price was 
. ·. .· .. . . .. . 

. omitted~ with significance occurring on slaughter price, af(;cal point fortransmitting capadtY 
. " .. . ' ' . . . . 

· effects to feeder price shoWI?- in eqtiation (7) . 

. The net trade function posse~sed serial correlation up to the W alii~ fourth-order 
. '·. . . ·,, 

coefficient. .The U.S;-Cani:u:Uanslaughter price different.ial possesse~the correct(Positive) · 

coefficient sign and was· statistically significant at the a = .0 Llevel. The coefficient indicates · . . ' . . . . . 

14 

every one dollarincrease in the pric~ difference increased Alberta catlle exports by about 7 '703 
. . '' ' . .. . 

head. The price difference variable forfeedgrains, alth(nigh possessing the correct sign, was 
. .. . .· . . 

statistically insignificant.Its.di.rectef'fecti'nay have dissipatedas feed costs were bid into the 
. . . 

. cattle pric~ differences. the laggeddep~ndent variable was not stati~tically significant and 
• • • ." • :, •• • i• . • • • 

therefore omitted, its effect-dominated by the importance ofthe lagged inventory variable (IA_1). 

The U.S. feeder price equation was augmented to asecond-order difference equation 

. (second-order lag on the dependent variable). The equation expansiort resulted from ~-high 

significance (a= .01) on the first-ordetlag.ofthe dependent variable ih the initial tun. All .. · 

economic variables in the equation are statistically sigriificant atthe·a =;OJ level and'possess 

· theoretically correct coefficient signs. Due.to the endogeneitY of slaughter price and live cattle.· 

imports, the equation was estimated by jnstrumentalvarlables?As a second-order polynomial, 
. ' . .· . ·.- ·: . . . : 

. the difference equation possessed conjugate ~omplex roots, indicating U.S. feeder price oscillates 

~s it asymptotically. approaches an equilibrium.: Su~h would be consistent with feeder prices 

behaving in accord~ce with the u~s: cattle cycle (Rosen, Murphy, B,nd ~cheinkrrian 1994). 
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. . ·. . . . >·: . . · .. . . .. -.. . . . 

J'able2 gives pric.e elasticity and flexibility estimates of the model,. both for the short 

tefl11 (gne quarter) and long term (beyond one year). Note the relative resporiseofAlberta net 

cattl~ exports to c~angesinthe inter-country slaughterprice difference, i.e;, a quarterly elasti~ity 

coefficient of .387. Though inelastic, the short-term response underscoresthe ~e~enue · 
.. . .. -·-. ' . . .: . . ·. . . 

. importance to Alberta beefproducers of utilizing U.S.li~estock markets when economically 

. feasible. For the. sample period, Alberta net cattle exports averaged about 32 percent of the · 
• •• • • • _ _. ! •• _·' •. . . 

province's domestic slaughter. Note •. qnthe other hand, the small flexibility coefficients that 

. . 

relate the impact of net cattle.trade on U.S. feeder price ( ~ .. 023 short-nih and -.058 long-run) .. 

Their small size suggests domestic factors and not live cattle trade dominate causality of U.S. 
. . . ' . . : . . .· . ·' .. 

. . 

feeder prices~ From 1985..:1996 t1J.e data indicate that U.S: totai net cattle trade a8 a proportion of 

total domestic cattle slaughter averaged 4.4 percent.. 

Simulation Results · · 
. . 

; . . •. . .. ,. . . 

Capacity Effect's. ·Alberta's two major beef packers (IBP and Cargill) constitute the 
. . . . 

majority of current and anticipated increases in Caria~ian slaUghter capacity: Based upon reports 

from economists familiar with the Canadian meat packing industry (CANFAX; .. Hayes, Hayenga, 

and Melton 1996) the imp~cts of three capacity.increases are estimc:tt~d: an increase of0.5, 0.8, 
. . . ' . . . . . ' ' 

and 1.2 million head. This-;ange encompasses realistic _parameters of expansion; it captures 
... : .: . .. . . . 

relatively small~to..:large C(lpacfty.increases in ·order to predict possible ~rice i~pacts. In time, 
. . . ~- . . . . '· . 

· expected capacity benefits may ac~rue more to the U.S. northern-tier statesin terms of fewer 
,. . . . 

imports of live cattle, transportation advantages to southt;:m Alberta markets, and more 
. . . . . . . - . 

· competitive bidding for feeder cattle that ordinarily are demanded in other stocking/finishing 

regions of the United States. The disadvantages are that slaughter capacity hicreases in Alberta .. 
• • J ~ • 

. , .... 
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· will result in additional wholesale Canadian beef sold into the United States and th~ Pacific Rim 

market where the United States has been the prime supplier of fed beef. Thus, there would be an 

expected reduction in the growth rate of U.S. beef exports to this region. 

Table 3 gives the expected U.S. feeder price effects due to increases in Canadian 

slaughter capacity and the expected impact of eliminating the cost of meeting current border tests 

required to export U.S. cattle to Canada. The numbers reported (percentages and dollars per cwt) 

represent the long term and are relative to the base year 1994, since capacity expansion began 

subsequent to that year. The price effects are net estimates; that is the gross effects on feeder 

price as calculated by equation (7) less the effects of a reduced growth rate in U.S~ exports of 

boxed beef and an inventory supply response. Though somewhat arbitrary, the growth rate 

reduction is assumed to be 5 percent. Over the long term, a feeder cattle supply response would 

be expected due to a price increase; thus, the price effect was adjusted assuming the feeder 

supply elasticity to exceed unity, selected here as 1.20 (Marsh 1994 ). 

The projected Alberta capacity changes (percentage-wise) are substantial increases over 

the 1994 slaughter base of 1.449 million head, but nevertheless result in small impacts on U.S. 

feeder prices. For example, a 0.5 million head capacity expansion (or 34.5 percent) is expected to 

increase U.S. feeder cattle price (net-wise) by about $0.24 per cwt. The 0.8 million head capacity 

change (55.2 percent) would increase price by about $0.38 cwt, and a 1.2 million head slaughter 

expansion(82.8 percent) would increase feeder price by about $0.57 cwt (all increases based on 

the 1994 U.S. feeder steer price of$83.25 cwt). These amount to a range of about $1.56 to $3.71 

per head for a 650-pound feeder, roughly increasing the aggregate value of the October 1, 1996, 

feeder cattle supply (36.38 million head) by $135.0 million, using the highest value. 
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The small values ofthe capacity-price effects reflect demand and supply conditions of the 

more fully integrated markets ofU.S.-Cimadian beef trade. Increases in Alberta slaughter 

capacity would be sourced by a decrease in Alberta live cattle exports, provincial feeder supply 

response, and cattle supplies from other provinces such as Saskatchewan. Given capacity growth, 

the impact on import demand (hence price) for U.S. feeder cattle is conditional upon these 
.. 

factors. In 1995, Alberta imports of live cattle from the United States as a percentage of Alberta 

cattle slaughter was slightly less than 1 percent; thus, conceptually, demand increases above this 

percent would be expected to produce only minor shifts in U.S. feeder price. Quantitatively, the 

change can be calculated via an elasticity coefficient using equation (7), showing the percentage 

change in U.S. feeder price due to a 1 percent increase in Alberta slaughter capacity. The 

formula, using 1t of equation (7) is: 

where 1t is the partial derivative, a Prrus;a QD-ICA, and <Pis Alberta live cattle. exports (to the 

United States) as a proportion of U.S. net live cattle trade. From 1988-1996 the proportion was 

0.24. Using the sample means, the long.:.run coefficient is quite inelastic at0.062. This elasticity, 

however, is not adjusted for reduced U.S. beef export growth or supply response of feeder cattle. 

Sanitary Regulations. The economic effects of reducing U.S.-Canadian sanitary costs in 

live cattle trade are applied to shipping feeder cattle, the major input in meeting Canadian 

finishing requirements. The economic basis of analyzing the effects is analogous to that of 
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marketing margins; that is, within the framework of competitive markets, a reduction in margin 

costs increases derived demand and derived supply (Tomek and Robinson 1990). If the Montana 

Pilot Project is implemented, marketing costs would be reduced by $27 per head, the cost of 

meeting 1997 sanitary requirements and paperwork certification for a 625-pound feeder calf. The 

reduction is equivalent to $3.31 cwt for a 11 00 lb. Canadian slaughter steer. If we assume the 

cost saving is passed through and lowers Canadian slaughter price, the additional quantity 

demanded by Canadian packers translates to an increase in demand for U.S. feeders. Specifically, 

using (in Table 3) the long-run Canadian price elasticity of slaughter demand (-1.711) and the 

long-run U.S. price flexibility with respect to feeder inventories (-0.622), the result is a 7.17 

percent increase in quantity demanded or a $0.144 cwt increase in U.S. feeder price, unadjusted 

for supply response. 8 This small but positive price impact does not include other benefits from a 

reduction in health regulations, such as the value of operators' time in meeting test requirements 

and paperwork. In addition, increased demand by Alberta packers will result in reduced 

transportation costs for U.S.-shipped cattle. 

Conclusions 

The increase in beef packing capacity in Alberta, Canada will have a small but positive 

impact on prices in the U.S. feeder cattle market. Feeder cattle prices are estimated to increase 

(net-wise) by $0.24 to $0.57 per cwt. This should alleviate some of the tension that exists in the 

United States concerning imports of live cattle to the U.S. market, particularly in U.S. northern 

tier states. Northern tier states should benefit over time from transportation advantages to the 

southern Alberta market and increases in competitive bidding for feeder cattle that ordinarily are 

demanded in other stocking/finishing areas of the United States. However, the expansion will 
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. . • . . . ·r . .. . . . . .. . 

·. also increase Canadian be~fexports to the U.S. and Canada's ability to compete with the United 
. . ' ~ 

. . . - . 
. ' 

. States irt the Pacific Rim expqrt market~ . 

. Empirical.results in this paper indicate that Alberta's n~t cattl~ exp9rtsarerelatively 

sensitive to short-term differencesin, U.S. and Canadian slaught~r cattle prices.Hmvever, U.S. 

·. . cattle imports from Canada have an extremely small price impact on domestic feeder cattle price, 

which is in keeping with their sm.all size vis-a-vis the U.S .. market. Domestic factors in the U.S. 

market, not imp~rts ofli~e cattle at their current levels, ·determine U.S. cattle prices . 

. The integration of the U.S. and Canadian livestock industries will be facilitated by·a 

potential reduction in the sanitarY regUlations at the border. Although the prlce impact is small, 

an estimated $0.14 cwt, it does. not include the value of reduced time expended {0 ship cattle over 

the border. In addition, the industry .will gain from reduced transportation cost$ for cattle. This 

change· in border regulations is ari e:Xrunple of the type of~enefit industries can realize with the 
. . . . ' 

. . . ·. . 

implementation of the SanJtary and Phytosanitary Agree~ents contained in both GATT and 

NAFTA. Complete integration of the U.S; and CanadiaJ?-live 9attle markets would also require 

harmonization ofpoli~ies affecting grain markets and standardization of the health regulations 
. ·. ' . . . . . 

and grading in the meat packing i.ridllstdes. However, since the implementation of the free trade 
' . 

agreement between Canada andtheUrrited States ~ubstantial progress in market integration has 

been made. 
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Figure 1: Alberta Beef Cow Inventory, 1980-1996 
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Figure 2: U.S. Live Cattle Imports and Exports to Canada, 1985-96 
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Figure 3: U.S. Boxed Beef Imports from and Exports to Canada, 1985-96 
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Table 1. Regression Resu~ts ofU.S.- Alberta Cattle Demand and Net Trade Model 

Dependent Variables 
Independent 

I NT'A.lJS T p.us Variables . Q/).\1, 
CA 

fr 

p CA 
sl -1248.813 

(-2.460) 

lA-I 92.081 
(2.322) 

B CA 
p 1247.583 

(0~951) 

P,1us_ p 51cA 7702.612 
(3.220) 

p CA-P US 
fd fd 1337.259 

(0.166) 

Qsr.us -0.000430 
( -5.403) 

pus 
sl .482 

(7.346) 

p us 
fd -2.042 

(-5.436) 

NTUS -.00363 
(~3.161) 

Dep-j .827 1.031 -.423 
(9.565) (8.006) ( -4.126) 

Constant . 124775.5 -593321.0 19.073 
(2.412) (-4.894) (4.872) 

AR(j) See Below 

R2 .850 .900 .954 

SlY .054 .144 .034 

Dw/Dh 2.307 2.099 1.736 

Notes: The values oftheasymptotic tratios are given in parentheses below the 

coefficients. The critical value at the a = .1 0 significance level is 1.697 and thecritical value at 

the a = .05 significance level is 2.042 (30 degrees of freedom), The term Dep-j is the lagged 

dependent variable; for the P rrus equation they are first and second order lags listed horizontally. 
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ARG) is the auto-regressive error, and AR(1)- AR(4) is the fourth-order autoregre~sive error for 

· the m:!t trade equation. The coefficients are, witht-i:atios iri parentheses, AR(1)= .388 (1.870), 

' '. 

AR(2) = -.511(-2.550), AR(3) = .412(1.987), and AR(4) = .260 (1.300). The seasonalbinaries, 
. . '• . . . 

not shown, were estimated, for the second (D2), third (03), an~ fourth quarters (D4). They are: 

slaughter demand, D2 = 19703.76 (2.657),.D3 = -12131.96 (·).549), D3 = -23059.88 (-3.039); 

net trade,.D2 = 123592.2. (3.621), D3 = 94525.45 (2.072), D4 = -50820.28 

(.;1.57:2); and feederprice,D2 = .;.5~796 (-3.539), D3 = 2.396), D4= -:-2.033 (-1.339). Th~ t ratios 

are given in parentheses. IF is the adjusted R-squared, S/Y is the standard error of regression+ 

mean of dependent variable, and Dw/Dh are the appropriate Durbin-Watson and Durbin h tests. . 

The Dh test was used for Canadi'an slaughter demand and the Dw test was used for the NSDE 

. equation of U.S. feeder price. 
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Table 2. Price Elasticity and Flexibility Estimates of the U.S.-Aiberta, Canada, Demand and Trade Model 

Variables that Shift 

p CA 
sl 

Q us 
Sfr 

pus 
sl 

P us 
fd 

-.239 
-1.711 

Variables that Respond 

NT CA-US 

.387 

.387 

P us 
fr 

-.260 
-.629 . 

.455 
1.102 

-.058 
-.141 

-.017 

-.041 

Notes: The top rows are the elasticity coefficients for the short run (one quarter); the 

bottom rows refer to the elasticity coefficients of the long run. The coefficients are evaluated at 

the sample means of the variables. The long-run elasticities are the short-run elasticities divided 

by one minus the summation of the coefficient (s) of the lagged dependent variables. 
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Table 3. Impacts on U.S. Feeder Cattle Price From Slaughter Capacity Increases in Alberta, Canada 

Capacity Increases (Head) 

Net Unit Changes 500,000 800,000 1,200,000 

Percent over 1994 Base 34.52 55.23 82.84 

Percentage effect 0.284 0.455 0.681 

Dollars/cwt effect $0.236 $0.379 $0.567 

Health cost effect $0.144 $0.144 $0.144 

Notes: Under the "Net Unit Changes" column, the first row represents percent capacity 

increases over the 1994 slaughter cattle base of 1,448,526 head. The second row ("percentage 

effect") is the net percentage increase in U.S. feeder price over 1994, accounting for additional 

Canadian beef exports to the U.S. and Pacific Rim markets and a U.S. feeder cattle supply 

response; the third row ("dollars cost effect") is the percentage of the second row multiplied by 

the 1994 U.S. feeder price of$83.25 cwt; and the last row ("health cost effect") is the dollar/cwt 

increase in U.S. feeder price resulting from a $27 per head reduction in sanitary costs at the U.S.

Canadian border, assuming 625-pound feeder cattle. 
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Endnotes 

1.The following products became "free": 

Fresh or chilled beef and veal carcasses effective April 1, 1990 

Frozen beef and veal carcasses; fresh, chilled or frozen other cuts bone-in; and fresh 

boneless beef and veal on July 1, 1991 

Frozen boneless beef and veal on July 1, 1993 . 

2.All cattle numbers are in thousands of head. Cattle prices for Canada are in 1986 constant 

29 

dollars (per cwt) and cattle prices for the United States are in 1982-84 constant dollars (per cwt). 

In the slaughter price differential of equation (2), U.S. slaughter price (Ps,us) is converted to 

Canadian dollars. All feed prices (dollar per bushel) and Canadian by-product price (dollars per 

cwt) are also in the appropriate constant dollars and common units of measurement. The U.S. 

feed price in the feed price differential of equation (2) is adjusted for the Canadian exchange rate. 

The Canadian wholesale beef price (carcass converted to box) and slaughter steer price are based 

on A1 grade steer, Alberta. The U.S. slaughter steer price is based on USDA choice grade steers, 

Nebraska direct. the U.S. feeder steer price is based on medium #1 grade, 600-650 lbs, 

Oklahoma City. 

3. For a theoretical discussion of excess demand and excess supply relationships involving trade 

between two regions/countries see Tomek and Robinson, pp 147-153. 

4. U.S.-Canadian feeder cattle price differentials are also important but changes in slaughter 

prices are bid into feeder cattle price differences. 

5. Given a Koyck equation ofY1 = PX1 +A. Y1•1 +U1, the declining weights are given in the infinite 

senes 
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j = 0, 1, 2, ... , 

where A. is the difference equation coefficient. The cumulative, long run effect is given as 

= __,_P_ 
1 - A.' 

J --> 00 

6. U.S. feeder price was estimated as a second order difference equation, the function being a 

30 

nonstochastic difference equation (NSDE). For the NSDE, the lagged dependent variables do not 

consist of their observed values, but rather lagged expectedvalues. The NSDE produces 

nonlinearities in the parameters, thus, the equation was estimated by a modified Marquardt 

nonlinear least squares algorithm. For a complete discussion andjustification of the NSDE 

procedure, see Rucker, Burt, and LaFrance (1984). In addition, model variables were tested for 

nonstationarity, the results of the augmented Dickey-Fuller test indicating stationarity in the 

senes. 

7. On a quarterly basis it has been established that slaughter price is jointly dependent in inverse 

feeder demand (Marsh 1988). The endogeneity of imports indicates Mexican producers export 

more feeder cattle to the United States when U.S. feeder price increases. Lagged values of these 

variables were used as instruments, providing consistent estimators in the absence of serial 

correlation. 

8.The procedure to calculate the health cost effect is as follows: $27 cwt cost savings -=-11 cwt 

slaughter steer x 1.35 Canadian exchange rate= $3.31. The $3.31 cwt-:- $78.99 cwt mean 

Canadian slaughter price= 4.19 percent, and 4.19 x 1.711 (long-run Canadian price elasticity of 
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slaughter demand) = 7.17 percent increase in Canadian demand for slaughter cattle. The 7.17 

percent multiplied by 1,759,032 head of Alberta slaughter in 1996 indicates a 126,123 head 

increase in Canadian slaughter demand due to the cost savings. If satisfied by imports of U.S. 

feeder cattle, for the U.S. feeder market this implies 126,123 head+ 35,529,000 head ofU.S. 

feeder inventory 1996 x .622 (long-run U.S. feeder price flexibility with respect to feeder cattle 

inventory)= .221 percent increase in U.S. feeder price. U.S. feeder steer price in 1996 was 

$65.21 cwt, thus, the final price effect of the $27 health ~ost savings would be $1.44 cwt. , 
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